
WRITE A JOURNAL ONLINE

Penzu is a free online diary and personal journal focused on privacy. Easily keep a secret diary or a private journal of
notes and ideas securely on the web.

Start any journal that you want including travel journals, personal journals, a physical fitness journal, or any
journal you feel like creating. Or, if you prefer, keep them to yourself! You can add a photo, tag entries with
hashtags, add links to songs in Spotify to play them on your Dabble. From a menubar drop-down that lets you
start writing instantly to a fully featured editor for the iPad, Day One will help you start and stick to regular
writing. But if you want to get your ideas out there and promote yourself or your brand in a big way, why not
just look into starting a blog on WordPress. Pleasant interface: A minimalist, uncluttered interface helps you
focus on your thoughts and make journaling a pleasant experience. An Alternative to Journal Sites So
journaling is a great idea. Like Penzu, it offers high security level. What have you done today? When you
spend a lot of time exercising or follow various diets, you can write everything in this online journal. The
other formats allow you to record anything you want in different areas so feel free to be as creative as you
want. However, it is much easier to hack an online journal system in general than it is to do so on WordPress
or a secure server on which many blogs are maintained. It's not hard to see why. These online platforms make
it easy to start a journal today and keep up with it year round. Add images or videos and any other media you
think would add to your posts. For example, you can send your photos and thoughts to a new "Journal" or
"Diary" notebook in Evernote or OneNote whenever you post to sites like Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook, or
add an event to the notebook when it happens in Google Calendar to keep track of where you've been and
what you've been doing. Blogs allow you to have more customization and increase the level of creativity that
you can incorporate into your blog. Journey is probably the best alternative to Day One, with a similar
streamlined interface, as well as a dark mode. Besides, by keeping a personal online journal you train writing
skills a lot. With Zapier's Push Chrome extension, you can easily append an existing note in Evernote or
OneNote with your new information without having to switch windows. To make journaling even easier,
Diarium can automatically pull in feeds from Twitter, Facebook, or Swarm and will remind you once a day at
your chosen time to write in the journal. It helps you to relieve some stress, allows you to express your
thoughts and feelings, and records important events in your life. You can use any of the platforms we talked
about in this post, or you could do something elseâ€¦create a blog! Goodnight Journal This journal platform
takes a straightforward approach to online journal writing. Penzu started off as a simple, password-protected
online journal, but the service is much more than that now.


